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1
Appearance 

design

PRIVATE tooling with a patented streamline 
design. This improves the heat dissipation 
whether horizitally or vertically.

COMMON tooling means you can buy from 
off the shelf suppliers. These units use 
cheaper materials and look inferior. It also 
means the items are poorer quality and 
cheaper to buy.  

PRIVATE tooling means you stand out from 
the crowd. It is more elegant and has 
haords of improved features over our rivals. 
This gives you confidence when offering the 
5-year warranty to your customers.

2
Heatsink part 

under PCB 
with LEDs

The heatsink is the most important and 
integral component of the UFO fixture. Ours 
is using CNC fine processing giving a 
tollerance within ±0.5 dmm. This ensures 
the PCB is as tightly attached to the 
heatsink. Ours will reach 65°, LED pin 
temperature will reach 55°C maximumly 
within an average room temperature of 

Normal procession, tollerance is more than 
30dmm. Over time the heatsink 
temperature will increase possibly to 
70~80°C, LED pin temperature will reach 
85~105°C within a average room 
temperature of 30°C.

Our item is with the smallest tollerance to 
give better heat dissipation making the LEDs 
last longer. 

3
Breathing 
apparatus

A mini copper core seal is put on the 
heatsink,  allowing it to "breath". This 
feature prevents condensation from 
building up in the fixture. This will 
automatically adjust the inside and outside 
pressure to ensure no vapor will appear. 

They use no breathing apparatus, LEDs are 
working under a fully-sealed environment 
which will attract vapor inside. This will 
inevitably result in the failure of the LEDs 
inside at some stage.

Product is better equipped to prevent 
vaporisation resulting in the long life of 
LEDs so they work for longer periods. This 
ensures they reach and possibly go beyond 
the warranty period.

4 Thermal paste

We use an upgraded grey coloured graphite 
thermal paste with a thermal conductitity of 
3.0. This is evenly pasted to the back of 
each PCB by steel mesh giving it a superb 
bond.

Use white normal thermal paste with a 
thermal conductivity of 2.0-2.5 and is often 
applied casually to the PCB by hand. The 
result is uneveness and this makes the item 
weaker.

The thermal paste we use is better. It 
provides a higher thermal conductivity. It 
also applied evenly by using a dedicated 
machine process. This also ensures a better 
heat conductivity and enables the lamp to 
reach a longer life.

5

Distance 
between 

driver case 
and lamp body

Our product is 12mm from the driver case 
and lamp body. This extra distance of "air 
flow" gives a better heat dissipation for 
both items making sure they both operate 
independently to their maximum without 
influencing each other.  

Many fixtures have a much lesser distance 
between the driver case and lamp body. 
This will lead to problems later with heat, 
burnt out LEDs and gives inevitable short 
life. 

Apart from a bigger gap and better air flow 
our design is also aerodynamic and elegant 
to the eye. 

Advantages of Using GLT LED UFO High Bay
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6 LED bracket

Bracket inside LEDs are EMC bracket which 
withstands temperatures up to 105°C. After 
reasonablly laying out the LEDs to PCB, 
lower down the current to be only 70% of 
the rated current, the LEDs will have longer 
life.

Using PCT bracket which can only withstand 
90°C, or PPA bracket which can withstand 
80°C. This will result in the LEDs to fade 
more rapidly as time goes by.

We have the best solution to give long life 
to the SMD LEDs and to prevent loss of light 
as time goes by.

8
silicone rubber 

ring

It's hard to make a big issue over a silicone 
rubber ring but each detail is important. 
Our ring is designed with three grooves to 
give a tighter and better seal.

Use a normal flat design silicone rubber 
ring. It's standard and over time will 
weaken.

The seal used in our UFO is a better design 
enabling it to fulfil the waterproof IP rating. 

Advantages of Using GLT LED UFO High Bay
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